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Abstract 
PrZimel, H.J. and B. Voigt, From wqo to bqo, via Ellentuck’s theorem, Discrete Mathematics 
108 (1992) 83-106. 
We show how topological Ramsey theory may help to appreciate the step from well-quasi- 
ordered sets to better-quasi-ordered sets 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we briefly glance at the concept of well-quasi-ordered sets and 
reveal some of its connections to Ramsey theory. In fact, similarities between 
these two approaches to analyzing structures were systematically expounded in 
Leeb’s celebrated ‘Vorlesungen i_iber Pascal Theorie’ [la]. A good historical 
account on the theory of well-quasi-ordered sets was given by Kruskal [12], for 
more recent surveys compare Milner [18] and Pouzet (251. 
For us the main link between the theory of well-quasi-ordered sets and Ramsey 
theory has been established by Nash-Williams in his seminal paper ‘On well quasi 
ordering transfinite sequences’ [20]. In this paper the method of combinatorial 
forcing has been invented and, as a byproduct, the foundations of topological 
Ramsey theory have been laid. In another paper, Nash-Williams [21] suggested 
the concept of better-quasi-ordered sets which turned out to be rather fruitful and 
far reaching, despite of the fact that the original definition is not that easy to 
appreciate. About 20 years later Simpson [28] realized the intimate connection 
between better-quasi-ordered sets and the topological Ramsey theorems of 
Galvin and Prikry [9]. 
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In this paper we like to emphasize the particular importance of Ellentuck’s 
generalization of the Galvin-Prikry result even for the concept of well-quasi- 
ordered sets. We also show how Ellentuck’s result straightforwardly suggests the 
concept of better-quasi-ordered sets. 
For doing so we slightly reverse the historical development and first present 
Ellentuck’s theorem and some related results in Sections 2 and 3 and then present 
its application to well-quasi-ordered sets. 
2. Ellentuck’s theorem 
In this section we discuss Ellentuck’s Ramsey type partition theorem for (:z), 
the set of infinite subsets of o [2]. We view elements of (:z) as strictly ascending 
injections X: co-+ co. The infinite subset represented by such an X is {X(i) 1 i < 
w}. The space (z) is a complete metric space where we define d(X, Y) = 
l/(n + 1) if II = min{i < w 1 X(i) # Y(i)}. Thus (:z) is a closed subspace of the 
Baire space w (“, endowed with the Tychonoff product topology. It is the set of 
infinite paths (sequences) in the tree depicted in Fig. 1. 
Recall that a Bernstein set is a set .ZZ such that each non-empty perfect set 
intersects % as well as the complement of 2. Let us first observe that no Ramsey 
type theorem is valid if we assume the axiom of choice (which is needed to 
guarantee the existence of Bernstein sets). 
Proposition 2.1. There exist 2-colorings A: (:z)- 2 such that for every X E (:z) 
there exist Y, 2 E (z) with A(X . Y) f A(X . Z). 
Proof. Let 55’~ (t) be a Bernstein set and define A(X) = 1 if X E .CZ and 
A(X) = 0 if X $ %. As for every X E (z:) the set X . (z) is a perfect subset of (:z) 
the assertion follows. 0 
Remark. An alternative example which is based on the fact that the axiom of 
choice is required to 2-color bipartite graphs has been given by NeSetiil and Rod1 
P41. 
The next observation is due to Galvin and Prikry [9] and shows that there also 
exist Baire colorings A: (g)- 2, meaning that A-‘(i) is a Baire set for each i < 2, 
. . . 
Fig. 1. 
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without any monochromatic X E (z). Again, the axiom of choice is needed for 
the construction. 
Proposition 2.2. (1) There exists a nowhere dense set _I? E (z) such that Ju II 
(X . (g)) # 0 for every X E (z). 
(2) There exists a Baire coloring A : (Wg)-+ 2 such that for every X E (i) there 
exist Y, 2 E (z) with A(X . Y) # A(X . 2). 
Proof. Let JU = {X E (z) ) X(i) =X(j) mod2 for all i<j<w}. Thus Ju=_h$U 
A, where J& = {X E (z) ( X(i) = 5 mod 2 for every i < CO}. The complement 
(:)\A is dense open and so JU is nowhere dense. Let A : (g)+ 2 be a coloring 
according to Proposition 2.1 and define A* :(z)+ 2 as follows: for X E J&, let 
X0 E (E) be defined by X,,(k) = i . X(k) and for X E 4, let XI E (:“) be defined by 
X,(k) = 4 . (X(k) - 1); then let 
{ 
A(XJ if X l J%, 
A*(X) = A(X,) if X E A,, 
0 otherwise. 
Such a A* is a Baire coloring as A*-‘(l) c JU . 1s a nowhere dense set. For X E (z) 
there exists YE (z) such that X . YE Jt, say, X . YE J&. According to the 
properties of A there exist Z, Z’ E JIJ& such that A*(X-Y-Z)# 
A*(X . Y. Z’). cl 
Let us say that a subset 3 E (g) is Ramsey if there exists an X E (z) such that 
either X . (z) E 93 or such that 633 II X * (z) = 0. Thus we cannot hope for a 
theorem asserting that Baire sets in (z) are Ramsey. The first topological Ramsey 
theorem is due to Nash-Williams [20,21]: for any two disjoint open sets 
4, S2 c (z) there exists an X E (z) such that either 0, fl X . (z) = 0 or 4 fl 
X . (z) = 0. The theorem of Nash-Williams is, in a sense, half-way between closed 
sets are Ramsey and open sets are Ramsey. To prove this result, Nash-Williams 
developed the concept of combinatorial forcing which turned out to be a very 
fruitful method. Also by combinatorial forcing then Galvin and Prikry [9] showed 
that Bore1 sets are Ramsey. They proved that for every Bore1 coloring A : (g) -+ 2 
there exists an X E (z) such that A 1 X . (,“) is a constant coloring. The 
Galvin-Prikry result has been extended by Silver [27] who used quite tricky 
methods to show that analytical sets are Ramsey. 
Recall that a set ti G 2, 3? a Polish space, is a Bore1 set if it belongs to the 
u-algebra which is generated by all open subsets of 2. A set & c 2 is an analytic 
set if it is a continuous image of a Bore1 set. There exist analytical sets which are 
not Borel. However, Suslin showed that Se is a Bore1 set if and only if both ~4 and 
its complement %\& are analytical sets. 
In a sense, Silver’s theorem is best possible. Assuming V = L, the axiom of 
constructibility, Godel’s well-ordering of p(w), cf., Addison [l], allows to define 
a Ci tl II: subset of (z) which is not Ramsey. 
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Attempting to simplify Silver’s proof, Ellentuck [2] introduced another 
topology on (z) which is finer than the product topology. Ellentuck observed that 
the product topology is, in some sense, not well fitted for the Ramsey problem. 
As we have seen in Proposition 2.2 there exist nowhere dense sets which intersect 
every X . (z). Another point is to observe that X . (z), the set of infinite subsets 
of X is certainly homeomorphic to (z). However, the natural subspace embed- 
ding X : (g) + (“0) defined by X(Y) = X . Y generally is not a homeomorphism. X 
is always continuous, but, in general, it is not an open mapping, e.g., if X 
describes the set of even numbers in CO, then X . (s) is not open. 
The Ellentuck topology on (z) is the coarsest refinement of the product 
topology such that all subspace embeddings become open mappings. Equival- 
ently, the Ellentuck topology may be defined in the following way. The Tychonoff 
cones 
T(Z, fl) = IYe (zz) I z 1 n=Yl n} forZe(;)andn<w, 
form a basic system of open neighborhoods for the product topology. A basic 
system of open neighborhoods with respect to the Ellentuck topology is given by 
the sets 
x * QZ, n) = {X * Y ( YE F(Z, n)}, 
where X, Z E (g) and n < w. 
More convenient for our purposes is the following description of the basic open 
sets: for X E (z) and q < w let Ell(X, q) = {X . Y 1 Y E (:z), Y(i) = i for all i < q} 
be the Ellentuck neighborhood determined by X and q. 
Ellentuck’s [2] theorem is the following. 
Theorem 2.3 (Ellentuck). (1) A set M E (z) is meager with respect to the 
Ellentuck topology if and only if every Ellentuck neighborhood Ell(X, q) contains 
some YE ElI(X, q) such that Ell(Y, q) fl M = 0. 
(2) AsetB~(:) B . 1s a au-e set with respect to the Ellentuck topology if and only 
if for every Ellentuck neighborhood Ell(X, q) there exists a Y E ElI(X, q) such that 
either B c EIl(Y, q) or such that B c (z)\Ell(Y, q). 
Usually the property alluded to in (1) is called Ramsey null and the property 
alluded to in (2) is called completely Ramsey. As an immediate corollary from 
Ellentuck’s theorem one gets back the results of Galvin and Prikry [9] and Silver 
[27], which were formulated and proved with respect to the Tychonoff product 
topology. 
Corollary 2.4 (Galvin and Prikry, Silver). Bore1 sets in (z) as well as analytical 
sets in (g) are Ramsey. 
Proof. For Bore1 sets the assertion follows immediately from the fact that the 
Ellentuck topology is finer than the product topology and Bore1 sets are also 
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Baire. Analytic sets require an analogous reasoning. One uses, e.g., the fact that 
analytic sets may be obtained from the set of closed sets by applying Suslin’s 
&-operation, compare, e.g., Kuratowski [13]. q 
In the remainder of this section we prove Ellentuck’s Theorem 2.3. The central 
notion for this proof is combinatorial forcing. Before introducing this we give still 
another description of the Ellentuck topology which takes into account the set 
theoretic operations union and subset. 
For infinite subsets X E (z) we write (E) = {X . Y ] YE (z)} for the set of 
infinite subsets of X. We also write 
XC4 = {X(i) ( i <q} 
for the set of the first q elements of X and 
x- = {X(i) ) i 2 q} 
for the set X\XCy of all but the 
Ellentuck neighborhood EII(X, q) 
first q elements of 
may be written as 
X. Using this notation the 
EW, q) = ( X-JYIYE 
X’Y 
( 11 w 
The notion of forcing is defined with respect to a fixed set ti c (:d). We say that 
an infinite set X E (:“,) accepts a nonnegative integer CJ if EII(X, q) c_ &. In other 
words, X accepts q if and only if X’y U YE d for every Y E (TU”). We say that X 
rejects q if no YE EIl(X, q) accepts q. Possibly X neither accepts nor rejects q. 
We say that X decides q if X either accepts or rejects q. 
Observation 2.5. For every infinite set X E (z) and every nonnegative integer q 
there exists an infinite subset Y E (T,;“) such that Xc4 U Y decides q. If XC4 U Y 
accepts (resp., rejects) q then for every Z E (,T) also the set XC4 U Z accepts (resp., 
rejects) q. 
Proof. Obvious. q 
Convention. Letters I, J, K denote finite subsets of o. As usual, ].I] is the 
cardinality of .I. Letters X, Y, Z denote infinite subsets of o. 
Observation 2.6. Let n and q be nonnegative integers and let X E (::‘) be an infinite 
set. Then there exists an infinite set 
YE C”“:‘““, 
such that for every subset J c X<qtn\X<y the set XC4 U J U {X(q + n)} w U Y 
decides q + JJJ + 1, cf. Fig. 2. 




PrOOf. Let (Ji)i<s be an enumeration of the sets J s X’q+“\X’q. Let Y;, = 
X3q+n+‘. Let 1 <s and assume by induction that 
r, E (X”:‘““) 
has been constructed such that Xc9 UJi U {X(q + n)} U Y, decides q + lJjl + 1 for 
every i < 1. Consider the set 
x<q UJ, u {X(q + n)} u & 
According to Observation 2.5 there exists 
which decides q + lJ,l + 1. As the concept of decidability is hereditary, cf. 
Observation 2.5 again, the set Y,,, still satisfies the inductive requirements. 
Finally, the set Y = Y. has the desired properties. 0 
Observation 2.7. Let q be a nonnegative integer and let X E (E) be an infinite set. 
Then there exists Y E (“z’) such that for every Z E (Is) the set XGq U Z decides 
every q* 2 q. 
Proof. Let Y, E (“z”) be such that Xcq U x;, decides q. In fact, then, Xcq U Z 
decides q for each Z E (2), cf. Observation 2.5. Let J,, = 0. Assume by induction 
that the infinite set Y, and an n-element set J,, have been constructed such that for 
every J cJ, and Z E (z;) the set Xcq UJ U Z decides q + IJI. Let 
J n+, =J, U {min Y,} =J, U {Y,(O)}. 
According to Observation 2.6, applied to Xcq UJ,, U Y,, there exists an infinite 
set 
such that J,+, and Y,,, again satisfy the inductive requirements. Finally, we 
claim that the set 
Y = ,QO J,, = {min(m) 1 n < CO} 
has the desired properties. To verify this let q* B q and Z E (z). Let n be such 
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that Z<qL-q c_J,. Then Z”q*-q E Y,. Thus, by construction of Y,, 
XC4 ” z<4*-4 ” Z”9*-9 = XQz” Z 
decides q*. 0 
Remark. Observations 2.5-2.7 are, in a sense, technical observations mirroring 
that the concept of forcing is well-defined. The crucial fact about forcing is 
contained in the next observation. Loosely speaking, if q is rejected, then so is 
q + 1. 
Observation 2.8. Let q be a nonnegative integer and let X E (z) be such that X 
rejects q. Then there exists Y E (“z ) such that for every Z E (0’) the set XC4 U Z 
rejects q + 1. 
Proof. According to Observation 2.7 we may assume that for every YE (“~‘) the 
set XC4 U Y decides q + 1. We claim that there does not exist any infinite set 




( > 0 . 
Then XC4 U {X(q + n)} U Z E ~4 for every n E Y’ and every Z E (L), where ti is 
the set with respect to which the notion of forcing is defined. But this is to say 
that XCq U Y accepts q, contradicting that X rejects q. Thus, by the pigeonhole 
principle, there exists an infinite set Y’ E (z) such that XIV U Xaq+” rejects q + 1 
for every n E Y’. Then 
Y={X(q+n)InEY’}=X’q.Y’E 
X”Y 
( > 0 
has the desired properties. 0 
We iterate the following previous observation. 
Observation 2.9. Let q and n be nonnegative integers and let X E (z) be an infinite 
set such that for every .I c X’q+“\X’q the set XC4 U J U Xzq+” rejects q + (J(. 
Then there exists 
YE 
X*qfn 
( 1 0 
such that for every J G XCq+’ \XCq and every Z E (I) the set XC4 U J U Z rejects 
q + IJ( + 1. 
Proof. Let (Jj)i<,y be an enumeration of the sets J E X<q+n\X<q. Let k;, = Xaq+n. 
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Let 1 <s and assume by induction that 
has been constructed such that for every Z E (2) and every i < I the set 
Xc9 UJ, U Z rejects q + IJI + 1. Consider Xi4 U JI U x. According to Observa- 
tion 2.8 there exists Y,,, E (z) such that for every Z E (?;I) also Xc4 U J, U Z 
rejects q + IJI + 1. Eventually, 
has the desired properties. 0 
With the aid of these observations we now can prove the fundamental lemma, 
the Decidability Lemma. 
Lemma 2.10 (Decidability Lemma). Let ti G (g). Then for every Ellentuck 
neighborhood Ell(X, q) there exists Y E Ell(X, q) such that Y accepts q, i.e., 
Ell(Y, q) c A?, or such that every Z E Ell(Y, q) rejects every q* 3 q. 
Proof. According to Observation 2.5 there either exists Y, E (“L’) such that 
Xcq U Y, accepts q (in which case we are done) or such that the set Xcq U r;, 
rejects q. In the latter case we construct Y E (2) such that for every Z E (L) and 
every q * > q the set Xc9 U Z rejects q*: Let Jo be the empty set and assume by 
induction that an n-element set J,, and an infinite set Y, E (“z”) have been 
constructed such that for every J GJ, the set Xcq UJ U Y, rejects q + IJI. 
According to Observation 2.9 there exists YA,, E (2) such that for every J E J, 
and every Z E ( yb~) the set Xc4 UJ U YA+, rejects q + IJI + 1. Let 
J n+l =J, U {min YA,,} and Y,+i = YA+,\{min YA,,} 
and continue. We claim that eventually the set 
Y= U J,={minYAIn<w) 
n<UJ 
has the desired properties. Let Z E (y) and let q* 3 q. Let n be such that 
Z’q*-q E Y,. As Xx4 U Z<q*-q U Y, rejects q*, also Xcq U Z rejects q*. 0 
Now we are prepared to prove the following. 
Lemma 2.11. (Open sets are completely Ramsey). Let d s (z) be an open set 
and let Ell(X, q) be an Ellentuck neighborhood. Then there exists a set 
Y E Ell(X, q) such that Ell(Y, q) G d or such that Ell( Y, q) G (:)\A 
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Proof. Let Y E Ell(X, q) be according to the Decidability Lemma 2.10. We claim 
that if every Z E EIl(Y, q) rejects every q* 3 q then Ell(Y, q) G (:)\A Suppose 
not. Then the intersection Ell(Y, q) fl d contains some Ellentuck neighborhood, 
here we use that ~4 is open. Say, that EIl(Z, q*) c EIl(Y, q) fl &. But this 
contradicts the fact that Z rejects q*. 0 
Observation 2.12. Let 9 G (E) be a dense open set, let n be a nonnegative integer 
and let Ell(X, q) be an Ellentuck neighborhood. Then there exits an infinite set 
YE Ell(X, q + n) such that Ell(Xcq U J U Yaq+n, q + IJI) c 9 for every J E 
X <q+n\x<q, 
Proof. Let (Jj)i<s be an enumeration of the sets J E X’q+“\X’q. Let Y, = Xaq+n. 
Let 1 <s and assume by induction that 
X=q+n 
YIE ( 1 0 
has been constructed such that 
Ell(X” UJi U r,, 4 + IJiI) E ~ 
for every i < 1. Consider Ell(X<” UJ, U x, q + IJ,I). By Lemma 2.11 and as 9 is 
dense open there exists Y,,, E (z) such that Ell(Xcq U J, U Y,+,, q + IJ,I) c &. 
Finally, the set 
has the desired properties. 0 
From the previous observation we conclude that meager sets are completely 
Ramsey null. 
Lemma 2.13 (Meager sets are Ramsey null). Let Jll E (:z) be a meager set and let 
Ell(X, q) be an Ellentuck neighborhood. Then there exists a set Y E Ell(X, q) such 
that Ell(Y, q) E (:)\.A. 
Proof. Say, A G (:)\I_),<, 9,,, where each 9,, is dense open. Without loss of 
generality we may assume that a,,+, G 9”. Let E;, = X”q and let J,, = 0. By 
induction let J,, + , = J, U {min Y,} and let Y,+, E (z;) be according to Observation 
2.12 with respect to gd,+,, i.e., 
Ell(X’qUJUY,+,,q+IJ()c9,,+, foreveryJcJ,,+,. 
We claim that Ell(Xcq U lJ,<, J,, q) E lJ,<,, 2%“. To see this let Z be an infinite 
subset of IJ n<w J, and let n be a positive integer. Say, Z fl J, = Z’“. Then 
Xcq U Z E Ell(X<q U Z’” U Y,, q + m) s GQ. Cl 
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Finally we show 
completely Ramsey 
that Baire sets with respect to the Ellentuck topology are 
Lemma 2.14 (Baire 
let EIl(X, q) be an 
such that ElI(Y, q) c 93 or such that EIl(Y, q) c_ w\ 3. 
sets are completely Ramsey). Let 93 c (s) be u Buire set and 
Ellentuck neighborhood. Then threre exists a YE EIl(X, q) 
Proof. Let ~2 be an open set such that the symmetric difference & = 4\9J U 
%\sd is meager. According to Lemma 2.13 let Y E EIl(X, q) be such that 
Ell( Y, q) s (::)\A According to Lemma 2.11 let Z E EII(Y, q) be such that 
either ElI(Z, q) c Se, in which case also ElI(Z, q) G 93, or such that Ell(Z, q) c 
($)\&, in which case ElI(Z, q) c ($)\%I. Cl 
So far we have established the main part of Ellentuck’s theorem 2.3. But we 
still have to observe that Ramsey null sets are meager and that sets which are 
completely Ramsey are Baire sets. 
Observation 2.15. Let JU c (z) be a set such that for every Ellentuck neighbor- 
hood EII(X, q) there exists some YE EIl(X, q) such that ElI(Y, q) II A = 0. Then 
At is nowhere dense. 
As meager sets are Ramsey null this observation particularly implies that in 
Ellentuck topology all meager sets are nowhere dense. 
Observation 2.16. Let 31’ c (z) be a set such that for every Ellentuck neighbor- 
hood EII(X, q) there exists YE Ell(X, q) such that ElI(Y, q) E 23 or such that 
Ell( Y, q) E (z)\ 93. Then 93 is a Buire set. 
proof. Consider the set d = U {EIl(X, q) 1 X E (3, q < W, Ell(X, q) E 31. Then 
Ell(X, q) G ~42 or Ell(X, q) E (,“) \ B}, 
i.e., 93\& is meager. Hence also %3\& U d\CB is meager, and thus 95 is a Baire 
set. 0 
The proof of Ellentuck’s theorem follows from Lemmas 2.13 and 2.14, and 
Observations 2.15 and 2.16. 0 
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3. Ellentuck-Baire and Tychonoff-continuous mappings 
In this section we investigate the relationship between Ellentuck-Baire 
mappings A : (g) + 94 and Tychonoff-continuous mappings A : (g)+ 9, where 43/ 
is a metric space. 
Let us say that a mapping A: (z)-+ 9 is an Ellentuck-Baire mapping if 
preimages of open sets in 9 are Baire sets with respect to the Ellentuck topology 
in (z), i.e., A-‘(O) is Baire with respect to the Ellentuck topology for every open 
subset 0 E 9. Analogously we say that A : (z) +- 9 is Tychonof-continuous if it is 
continuous with respect to the Tychonoff product topology. 
Using an argument due to Mathias [17] it may be shown that continuity with 
respect to the Ellentuck topology entails continuity with respect to the Tychonoff 
product topology. 
Proposition 3.1. Let A : (g)-+ 9 be continuous with respect to the Ellentuck 
topology, where 9 is a metric space, not necessarily separable. Then there exists an 
X E (z) such that the restriction A 1 (5) is Tychonoff-continuous. 
Proof. Let (QiL,,,,sn be a u-discrete base for the topology of 9. As A is 
continuous with respect to the Ellentuck topology every preimage A-‘(%:) may 
be written as a union of Ellentuck neighborhoods. For I E (g,,,), n < w and s E S,, 
let 
%,s=[Y~(~) 1 max I < min Y and Ell(I U Y, 111) c A-‘(%:)]. 
As (aJn)ses, is a disjoint family for each fixed n it follows that Y n Y’ is finite for 
all Y E Ell,,,~, and Y’ E Elll,,,,, whenever s Zs’. 
Consider the following construction: let X0 = w and assume that X, 2 X, 2 
. . . 1 X, have been constructed such that for every I E { min X, 1 j < k} and for 
every j < k either X, E Ell,.j., for some s E S, or X, n Y is finite for every 
YE USES, El&+. As (L) G Eli,,,,, for every Y E Eli,,,,, there exists 
X kfl E 
X,\{min X,} 
0 
which again satisfies the inductive requirements. Let X = {min X, 1 j < k}. We 
claim that A 1 (z) is continuous with respect to the Tychonoff product topology. 
This can be seen as follows. Let I 5 {min Xj 1 j < k} and let Y E (t) with 
max I < min Y be a maximal set such that Ell(I U Y, 111) E A-‘(%,“). Without loss 
of generality we may assume that n < k. From the construction it follows that 
either Y n X is a finite set. and then 
Ell(ZUY,~Z~)~(~)=0, or XcXkEY, 
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and then Ell(I U X, 111) fl (z) . 1s a union of Tychonoff cones in (c). In both cases, 
Ell(I U Y, 111) f’ (c) is open in (c) with respect to the Tychonoff product 
topology. Thus also A-‘(%:) f~ (c) is open in (5) with respect to the Tychonoff 
product topology. 0 
Proposition 3.2. For every Ellentuck-Baire mapping A : (z) + 9, where 9 is a 
separable metric space, there exists an X E (Z) such that the restriction A 1 (2) is 
Tychonoff-continuous. 
Proof. Let (On)n<, be a basis for the topology of 9. Let X,, = O.I and assume that 
X,2X,?... 2 X, have been constructed such that for every I E {min X, ( j < k} 
either 
Ell(I U X,, 111) E A-‘(Q) or Ell(Z U X,), IZl) fl AP’(Q) = 0. 
By 2kf’ applications of Ellentuck’s Theorem 2.3 there exists 
X kfl E 
Xk\{min Xk} 
w > 
which again satisfies the inductive requirements. Finally X = {min Xj 1 j < o} has 
the desired properties. Namely, for every YE (z) it follows that YE A-‘((?,$) if 
and only if 
E~~((Y~{minXi~j<k})uX~,~Y~{minX,~j~k}~)~A~’(~~), 
hence, A 1 (z) is continuous with respect to the Tychonoff product topology. 0 
The requirement that 9 be separable may be dismissed. This is a result of 
Louveau and Simpson [15], compare also Emeryk, Frankiewicz and Kulpa [3,4] 
and Frankiewicz and Gutek [8]. First one establishes an auxiliary result about 
disjoint families of meager sets. 
Proposition 3.3. Let (J&),,~ be a family of mutually disoint sets in (g) which are 
meager with respect to the Ellentuck topology such that for every T E S the union 
US,r& is Baire with respect to the Ellentuck topology. Then the whole union 
Uses .& is still meager (with respect to the Ellentuck topology). 
Proof. As (J&),,~ is a mutually disjoint family and l(E)] = ]R] we may assume 
that S G R. Moreover, we shall assume that S is a Bernstein-set. This actually 
requires the axiom of choice. Assume to the contrary that Uses 4, is not meager. 
Then, by Ellentuck’s Theorem 2.3, there exists an infinite set X E (s) such that 
(:) c Uses 4. As (:) = EW, 0) is an open set with respect to the Ellentuck 
topology and according to the assumption on the family (J&&)~~~ the mapping 
A : (z)+- R!, which is defined by A(Y) = s if Y E J&, is an Ellentruck-Baire 
mapping. As R is separable we may apply Corollary 3.2. Thus there exists a set 
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YE (z) such that A 1 (13) . 1s continuous with respect to the Tychonoff product 
topology. 
The set (L), which is open with respect to the Ellentuck topology, is a Bore1 set 
(even an &-set) with respect to the Tychonoff product topology. Hence the image 
T = A((;)) ES . IS an analytic set and thus countable, as every analytic subset of a 
Bernstein set is countable. Hence, lJleT.& = (L) is meager, which is a 
contradiction, as no non-empty open set in (z) is meager with respect to the 
Ellentuck topology. [7 
Now we can prove the desired extension of Proposition 3.2 to nonseparable 
metric spaces. 
Theorem 3.4 (Louveau and Simpson). For every Ellentuck-Baire mapping 
A : (z)+ 9, where 9 is a metric space, there exists an X E (:t) such that the 
restriction A 1 (c) is Tychonoff-continuous. 
Proof. Let (%)n<o.se.s, be a o-discrete base for the topology of the metric space 
94. Write every AP’(oU:) as 
A-‘(%:) = (e\&) U (.A/I\O:), 
where c is open and JU: is meager with respect to the Ellentuck topology. This is 
possible as A is an Ellentuck-Baire mapping. We claim that for every T E S, the 
union lJstT./Usn is Baire with respect to the Ellentuck topology. This can be seen 
as follows. 
As the family (%f),7,.s, is a disjoint family it follows that 
resp., 
The set A-‘(lJscT %:) is a Baire set as A is an Ellentuck-Baire mapping and 
UstTq is even open, hence, as the Baire sets are closed under Boolean 
operations, lJseT .M,” is a Baire set. 
As the sets A-‘(%:) fl A-‘(%:.) are disjoint it follows that 
Hence CY fl c, = 0, as every non-empty open set in (t) is nonmeager (with 
respect to the Ellentuck topology). Thus at most countably many c are 
non-empty. This follows from the fact that there does not exist any uncountable 
family of mutually disjoint Ellentuck neighborhoods. In particular, then, 
U,,,.& n c is a meager set. 
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The sets M,“\c are mutually disjoint. Also, for every T sS, the union 
lJ,,,.&\c is Baire, as it merely differs from a Baire set by a meager set, viz., 
Hence the family (.&!\~)scs, satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 3.3 and thus 
Jr&= u “&:\c 
SC& 
is a meager set. Let JU = lJ,<, JU,,. Then, by construction, the restriction 
A 1 (:)\A is Ellentuck-continuous. 
By Ellentuck’s Theorem 2.3 there exists X’ E (z) such that ($) E (:)\A. Thus 
A 1 (5) is continuous with respect to the Ellentuck topology. Finally, by 
Proposition 3.1 there exists X E (%) such that A 1 (c) is Tychonoff- 
continuous. Cl 
4. Well-quasi-ordered sets 
A quasi-order < is a reflexive and transitive binary relation on a set A. As 
usual, we refer to A as a quasi-ordered set. For elements x, y E A we write x < y 
if x < y $x. We say that x and y are incomparable if x $ y +x and we say that x 
and y are equivalent, denoted by x -y, if x < y 6x. A partial order is a 
quasi-order which is also antisymmetric, this means there are no distinct 
equivalent elements. Thus a quasi-ordered set can be thought of as a partially 
ordered set whose elements have been replaced by a collection of mutually 
equivalent elements. A sequence F = (F(i) 1 i < o) E A” is a descending chain if 
F(i) > F(i + 1). It is an antichain if the elements of F are pairwise incomparable 
with respect to <. 
The crucial definition for this section is the following: A set A is wefl-quasi- 
ordered (wqo) with respect to < if A has no infinite descending chains and no 
infinite antichains. It is easy to see that if A is wqo then every subset of A has 
only finitely many minimal elements. Conversely, if every non-empty subset of A 
has only finitely many, but at least one, minimal elements then A is wqo. This 
caused Higman in the early 19.50s to call it the finite basis property. 
Of particular importance are those well-quasi-orders for which every non- 
empty subset B E A possesses precisely one minimal element. Such orders are 
total orders without any infinite descending chain, viz., well-orders. Prototypes of 
well-orders are the ordinal numbers. However, the theory of ordinal numbers is 
not the primary subject of the theory of well-quasi-ordered sets, although ordinals 
are convenient tools at some places. The well-quasi-orders one is interested in are 
usually defined via relations on certain natural objects, like, e.g., finite trees, 
ordered by topological containment. 
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There are several equivalent definitions of wqo-sets, cf. Higman [lo] or Kruskal 
[ll]. For later use we mention one more. 
For an infinite A-sequence F E A o and an infinite subset X E (z) we denote by 
F 0X E A” the subsequence described by X, i.e., F 0X = (F(i) ) i E X). Recall our 
tacit convention that sets of integers are always enumerated ascendingly. 
Alternatively, X E (z) may be viewed as a strictly increasing mapping X : w --, w 
and then F 0X simply is the composition of mappings. Note that X(i) is the ith 
element of X. 
Lemma 4.1. Let A be wqo and let F E A w be an infinite A-sequence. Then there 
exists an infinite set X E (g) such that the subsequence F 0X is either strictly 
increasing, i.e., i < j implies that F(X(i)) < F(X(j)), or F 0X is constant, i.e., 
F(X(i)) - F(X( j)) for all i < j. 
Proof. Let A : (T)+ 4 be the 4-coloring defined by A( {i, j}) = 0 if F(i) < F(j), 
A({& j}) = 1 if F(i) -F(j), A({i, j}) = 2 if F(i) and F(j) are incomparable and 
A({i, j}) = 3 if F(i) > F(j). By Ramsey’s Theorem there exists an infinite set 
X z w such that A 1 (5) is constant. Since A is wqo, A 1 (f) is either constant in 
color 0 meaning that F 0X forms a strictly increasing subsequence or A 1 (f) is 
constant in color 1 meaning that FOX is a constant subsequence. 0 
An infinite A-sequence F E A* is good if there exist indices i <j such that 
F(i) =G F(j), otherwise F is bad. Then, using Lemma 4.1, the following fact is 
obvious. 
Corollary 4.2. A is wqo if and only if every infinite sequence of elements of A is 
good. 
Let A be a quasi-ordered set and let A’” denote set of all finite sequences of 
elements of A. We impose a quasi-order on A’” by defining 
f =(&It;,,. . . .fm-1) <g = (go, . . , &L-l) 
if there exists a strictly increasing mapping q : m-+ n such that h < grpCij for all 
i < m. Thus f =S g if the sequence g contains a subsequence whose terms dominate 
the corresponding terms off. For example, let A be the well-quasi-ordered set of 
natural numbers. Then the sequence f = (5, 4, 8, 6) is embeddable into the 
sequence g = (1, 1, 7, 3, 4, 9, 2, 4, 7, 6, 3). One of the earliest papers on well- 
quasi-ordered sets is Higman’s ‘Ordering by divisibility in abstract algebras’ [lo]. 
Higman proved that if A is wqo then also A <‘O is wqo. The proof given below is 
that of Nash-Williams 1191 and provides a lucid example of the so-called minimal 
bad sequence technique. 
Theorem 4.3 (Higman). Zf A is wqo, then so is A’“. 
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Proof. Suppose, A Cm is not wqo. Then there exist bad sequences of elements of 
A <O. For a fixed positive integer II the set A” of A-sequences of length n 
obviously is wqo under the Higman-ordering. Thus we may restrict attention to 
bad sequences in A” whose members have mutually distinct lengths. We single 
out a minimal bad sequence as follows: Among all bad sequences choose one 
whose first term, say f” E A’“, is of minimal length. Among those bad sequences 
which have f” as their first term choose one whose second term, say f’ E A<“‘, is 
of minimal length. Continuing in this way we construct a minimal bad sequence 
f=(f0J',f2,. . .). Note that none of the fi can be empty because otherwise f 
would be good. 
So consider the first terms fi, f:,, f& . . . of the elements of the sequence f and 
let go, g’, g2 denote the corresponding tails, i.e., fi = (f6) @g’, where @ denotes 
the concatenation of sequences. Since A is wqo, by Lemma 4.1 there exists an 
infinite sequence i. < i, < . . . such that the subsequence fl;‘<ff,’ <ffz < . . . is 
either strictly increasing or constant. Now consider the sequence h = (g’l, g’l, . . .) 
of elements of A<“. By the minimality off, the sequence h is good, i.e., there 
exist indices k < I such that gk <g’. Since ff; <ff, it follows that 
fk=(ff;)~gs”~(f:,>~gs’=f’ 
contradicting the fact that f is a bad sequence. 0 
One motivation of Higman for proving that A’” is wqo provided that A is wqo 
was to derive generalizations and simplifications of work by Neumann [23] and 
Malcev [16] on power-series rings of an ordered groupoid. 
Another impulse for this work was a problem posed by Erdiis [5] which can 
immediately be solved, using Theorem 4.3, as follows. 
Corollary 4.4. Let A be a set of positive integers. If A has the divisor property, 
i.e., if every infinite subset of A contains two distinct numbers one of which divides 
the other, then the set of all finite products of elements of A also has the divisor 
property. 0 
At the same time as Higman, also Erdiis and Rado [6] published a solution to 
ErdGs’ problem. Their proof already suggests the minimal bad sequence 
technique used above. 
Naturally the question arises whether also the set of infinite A-sequences is still 
wqo. The definition of a quasi-order on A o is essentially the same as that for 
4’“. For F, G E A W we say that F d G if there exists a strictly increasing mapping 
X: o+ o (i.e., an infinite subset X E (g)) such that F(i) 6 G(X(i)) for all i < CO. 
This definition may be extended straightforwardly to A-sequences of arbitrary 
length, leading to the Higman-ordering. 
For transfinite sequences F : a+ A and G : p +A, where (Y and p are ordinals 
and (A, <) is a quasi-ordered set, we call a mapping Q, : a-+ /3 an embedding of F 
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Fig. 3. The shaded area plus the column above (i, j) show the elements (k, I) of R with (i, j) s (k, I). 
into G, written as q : F 9 G if q : a+ p is a strictly increasing mapping such that 
F(c) =S G(q$<)) for all 5 < CY. The set 
Seq(A){f : (Y+ A 1 a: an ordinal} 
of transfinite sequences is quasi-ordered under the Higman-ordering by letting 
F =S G if and only if there exists an embedding cp : F += G. 
Rado’s [26] example shows that there exist wqo sets R for which R’” fails to be 
wqo. 
Rado’s Example 4.5. Let R = {(i, j) 1 i <j < o} be quasi-ordered by (i, j) < (k, I) 
if and only if either i = k and j s 1, or j < k, see Fig. 3. Then the sequence 
(f”, f ’ , f2, . . .) where fi = {(i, j) 1 2 < < o} for every i < w is an infinite anti- j 
chain in R” under the Higman-ordering. However, R itself is wqo. 
In a sense this is the only counterexample. Rado [26] shows that A’” is wqo if 
and only if the wqo set A satisfies additionally that for every mapping F : (;“) + A 
such that F({i, j}) -C F({i, j + 1)) f or all i<jCw there exist i<j<k<o with 
F({i, j]) < F({j, k]). BY considering a certain subset of A” Rado obtained, in the 
same paper, an extension of Higman’s Theorem 4.3 to sequences of infinite 
length. 
A transfinite A-sequence F: a-+A is restricted if its image {F( <) 1 5 < a} is 
finite. Let us denote by Seq,,,(A) the set of restricted transfinite A-sequences. 
Of course, finite sequences f E A’“’ are automatically restricted. Rado [26] 
extended Higman’s Theorem 4.3 by showing that if A is wqo then the set of 
restricted A-sequences of length less than w3 is wqo. Rado conjectured that 
arbitrary transfinite restricted sequences are wqo again. Subsequently Kruskal, in 
an unpublished work, cf. Nash-Williams [20], as well as Erdiis and Rado [7] 
proved this for restricted transfinite sequences of length less than 0’“. Rado’s 
conjecture has been resolved eventually by Nash-Williams [20]. As a tool 
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Nash-Williams introduced the concept of combinatorial forcing and showed that 
for any two disjoint open sets 4, 4 E (E) there exists an X E (z) such that 
QrOX.(z)=Oorsuchthat 4OX.(s)=0. 
The development initiated by Nash-Williams culminated with Ellentuck’s 
theorem, as described in Section 3. Our plan here is to show how Ellentuck’s 
result that open sets in (t) are completely Ramsey, cf. Lemma 2.11, may be used 
to prove Nash-Williams’ theorem on restricted transfinite sequences. Analyzing 
the proof, then, immediately leads to the concept of bqo sets. 
Theorem 4.5 (Nash-Williams). Zf A is wqo then also the set Seq,,,(A) is wqo (with 
respect to the Higman-ordering). 
Proof. Let (Z&, be a countable sequence of transfinite A-sequences F; E 
Seq,,,(A). We like to show that there exist i <j < o such that 8 <F;. So let us 
assume by way of contradiction that F, $4 for all i <j < w. 
Let a; be the length of F;, i.e., fi: a;+A. For i < j < o let 
IX,~ = sup{ LY E Ord 1 there exists an embedding Q, : E;I 1 LY+ e}, 
where Ord is the class of ordinals. 
Notice that one straightforwardly may define a minimal embedding 
~ij:~ 1 cU,~F;, viz., 
~;j(P) = min{y < aj ) e(p) <C(Y) and vii(c) < y for all 5 < /3}. 
We define an ordinal function @: ( ym)+ Ord such that a({&,, . . . , ik}) = LY if 
(Y is maximal such that Fi,, 1 a may be embedded into F;,, the image may be 
embedded into Fi,, then into &,, and so forth. Formally, 
@({&}) = a,,, and 
@({6, . . . , ikl) = s”P{Y G aiui,,i, 1 Vi,j,(E)< @({iI, . . . , k)) for all E< r}. 
Clearly, @(I UJ) S @i(Z) for all non-empty I, J E ( p(O) with max Z < minJ and 
@(Ii, j}) < @({iI), as F; # 4. 
As there does not exist an infinite strictly decreasing chain of ordinals, for 
every infinite set {iO, il, . . .} of nonnegative integers there exists j < w such that 
@({iO, . . . , ii, . . . , i,}) = @({i,, . . . , i,}) for all j < k < o. 
So we may extend the mapping @ to a mapping @* : (g)+ Ord by defining 
@*({iO, i,, . . .}) = @({&, . . . , ii}) for any such j. By definition, the mapping @* 
is continuous with respect to the Ellentuck topology. For if I E ( Tco) and X E (g) 
are such that max Z < min X and @*(Z U X) = @(I) then also 
@*(I U X) = @*(I U Y) for all Y E 
X 
0 0’ 
But Ell(Z U X, IZl) = {I U Y 1 Y E (z)}. Accordingly, the mapping A : (g)+ A 
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defined by A(X) = F,i”x(~*(X)) is continuous with respect to 
topology. 
the Ellentuck 
Intuitively, A(X) is the critical entry in Fminx which prevents to extend the 
embeddings FxCO) 4 F,(i, 4 FxC2) 4 - * . , recall that X(i) is the ith element of X. 
Notice that so far we did not use the special property that the 4 are restricted 
transfinite sequences. The key observation for proving Theorem 4.5 is the 
following one, and its proof essentially uses the restrictedness. 
Observation 4.6. Under the circumstances described above there exists an infinite 
set 2 E (z) such that A(X) =S A(X\ { min X}) for all X E (2). 
Before we show how Ellentuck’s Theorem may be used to prove Observation 
4.6 we show how this observation may be used to deduce a contradiction to the 
assumption that fi $4 for all i <j < CO. 
Let Z E ($) be such that A(X) =S A(x\{ min X}) for all X E (2). Let I E ( $<“) 
be a set of minimal cardinality such that 




Notice that 111 2 2 as @({i, j}) < Q(j). Let X = I U {z E Z 1 max I < z}. From (1) 
it follows that 
@‘*(X) = C?(Z). (2) 
Consider X’ = X\{min X}. Notice that the definition of the ordinal function @* 
implies that 
suP{ Q)min X min X’ta) I cy < G”(X)} =s @*(xl). (3) 
Let I’ = Z\{min X}. The minimality of 111 implies that 
@*(xl) < @(Z’). (4) 
By choice of Z we know that Fmi”x( G*(X)) = A(X) < A(X’) = F,in x’( I*). 
In view of (3) we may extend the embedding of Fminx 1 a*(X) into Fminx, to the 
element F,,, x( Q*(X)) by mapping G*(X) onto @*(Xl). This implies that 
@z(Z) 2 1 + G*(X), contradicting (2). 
This finishes the proof of Theorem 4.5, except for the proof of Observation 
4.6. 0 
Proof of Observation 4.6. Let Z,, = o and assume by induction that for some 
t < 0 an infinite set Z, E 0 as well as a sequence of nonnegative integers 
zo<z,<** - < z,_, < min Z, has been constructed such that 
A(X) = A(Y) for all X, YE 
{z,)i<t}UZ, 
> 
with min X = min Y < min Z,. 
0 
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Let z, = min Z, and let Z’ = Z,\{z,}. Consider the mapping A’ : (zi)-+ A which is 
defined by 
A’(X) = A({z,} U X) = Fz,(@*({zt} U X)). 
Notice that A’ is continuous with respect to the Ellentuck topology, moreover, 
the range of A’ is finite as Fz, is a restricted transfinite sequence. Thus, by 
Ellentuck’s theorem there exists Z I+l c Z’ such that the inductive requirements 
are satisfied again. 
Having constructed the family (z~)~<~ let qr E A be defined by qt = Fz,({zj 1 j 2 
t}). As A is a wqo set there exists an infinite subsequence to < t, < t2 < . . 1 such 
that ql, < qr,+l. Thus, finally the set Z = {z, 1 i < w} has the desired properties, as 
for all X E (z) with min X = zI, and min(X\{min X}) = z,, that it follows 
A(X) = qr, < qt, = A(X\{min X}). Cl 
Let us emphasize once again that in the proof of Theorem 4.5 the hypothesis 
that the sequences F; have finite images is just used to establish Observation 4.6. 
In other words, Theorem 4.5 holds for any set of transfinite sequences for which 
Observation 4.5 may be deduced. And this is how the concept of bqo sets is 
introduced. 
Let us call a quasi-ordered set A better-quasi-ordered (bqo) if for every 
Ellentuck-continuous mapping A : (:)+A, where A is viewed as a discrete 
topological space, there exists an infinite set Z E (z) such that A(X) < A(X\ 
{min X}) holds for all Z E (z). In particular, then, the assertion of Observation 
4.6 holds for any choice of transfinite sequences (e)i<,. We thus arrive at the 
following corollary, which is due to Nash-Williams [22]. 
Corollary 4.7. If A is bqo then the set Seq(A) of transfinite A-sequences is wqo 
with respect to the H&man-ordering. 
To finish let us note down some properties of bqo sets. The next proposition 
gives another characterization of bqo sets. 
Proposition 4.8. Let A be a quasi-ordered set. The following assertions are 
mutually equivalent: 
(1) A is bqo, 
(2) For every mapping A: (:)+A which is continuous with respect to the 
Tychonoff product topology there exists an infinite set X E (z) such that A(X) 6 
A(X\{min X}). 
(3) For every infinite set Z E (g) and every continuous mapping A : (:)+A, 
continuous with respect to the Tychonoff product topology, there exists an infinite 
set X E (z) such that A(X) < A(X\{min X}). 
(4) For every Ellentuck-Baire mapping A: (:)+A there exists an infinite set 
Z E (g) such that A(X) =S A(X\{min X}) for all X E ($). 
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Proof. The implications (4) 3 (1) and (1) + (2) as well as the equivalence 
(2) ti (3) are trivial. So it remains to prove the implication (3) + (4). Assume that 
(3) holds and let A:(z)+ A be an Ellentuck-Baire mapping. By Theorem 3.4 
there exists 2’ E (g) such that the restriction A 1 (E’) is continuous with respect to 
the Tychonoff product topology. Consider the 2-coloring A’ : (:,‘)+ 2 which is 
defined by A(X)=0 if A(X)<(X\{ min X}) and A’(X) = 1 otherwise. As 
A 1 (z) is continuous also A’ is continuous. 
Thus, by Ellentuck’s theorem (actually, Lemma 2.11 suffices) there exists an 
infinite set Z E (z) such that A’ 1 (c) is a constant coloring. From (3) it follows 
that A’ 1 (z) is monochromatic in color 0, thus A(X) < A(X\{min X}) for all 
X&). 0 
From Corollary 4.7 it particularly follows that every bqo set is already wqo. 
And from Rado’s Example 4.5 we see that there exist wqo sets which are not 
bqo. Kruskal [12] puts it this way: “Bqo is stronger than wqo but weaker than 
well-ordered, and all ‘naturally occurring’ wqo sets which are known are bqo.” 
In fact, it is easy to see that well-ordered sets are bqo. 
Proposition 4.9. Every well-ordered set is bqo. 
Proof. Let A : (z)-+ A be given. As the sequence (A(0 - k))k<,z, cannot 
be strictly decreasing there exists k < o which satisfies that A(w - k) d 
A(w - (k + I).) 0 
Bqo sets enjoy strong closure properties. Nash-Williams [22] shows that for bqo 
sets A the set Seq(A) of transfinite A-sequences not only is wqo, as shown above, 
but again bqo. 
Theorem 4.10. If A is bqo then the set Seq(A) of transfinite A-sequences is bqo 
with respect to the Higman-ordering. 
Proof. Assume to the contrary that Seq(A) is not bqo. By Proposition 4.8 there 
exists an infinite set 2 E (z) and there exists a mapping A : (z) -+ Seq(A) which is 
continuous with respect to the Tychonoff product topology and such that 
A(X) # A(X\{min X}) for all X E (2). Let us call such mappings bad mappings. 
The proof now proceeds in two steps. In a first step the existence of a minimal 
bad mapping is guaranteed. In a second step it is shown that the existence of a 
bad minimal mapping leads to a contradiction. 
A bad mapping A : (&)+ Seq(A) . 1s minimal if there does not exist an infinite 
set YE (z) and a bad mapping A’ : (:) -+Seq(A) such that A’(X) is an initial 
segment of A(X) for all X E (E), meaning that A’(X) = A(X) 1 (Y for an ordinal 
(Y, and such that A’(X) # A(X) for at least one X E (i). 
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ObSC?N&iOII 4.11. Zf there exists a bad mapping at all then there also exists a 
minimal bad mapping. 
Proof. If A : (f)+ Seq(A) . 1s a continuous mapping and X E (2) then there exists 
a positive integer k such that A 1 Y-(X fl k) is a constant mapping where 
.T(X”k)=(Ye(;) 1 Y”k=X”k} 
is the Tychonoff cone generated by X fl k. In fact, this is an equivalent 
characterization of continuous mappings into discrete spaces. Let us denote by 
kd,X the minimal k with this property. 
Let A”: (E)+ Seq(A) be a bad mapping and assume that A0 is not yet minimal. 
Let Zi E (2) and let Ai : (%)+ Seq(A) b e a bad mapping such that A;(X) is an 
initial segment of A,,(X) for all X E (z) and such that A,,(X) # Al(X) for at least 
one X E ($j), moreover, choose Z; and A; such that 
k, = min k,;,, ( 1 X E (t’) and &W) # Al(x)) 




As Al(X) is initial segment of A,(X) one readily sees that A, again is a bad 
mapping. If Al is not minimal bad then continue in this fashion to construct 
A,: (2)+ Seq(A) and so forth. By definition of the ki it follows that ki c ki+l and 
the sequence of the kj is unbounded. Hence Z’ = n,,, Zj is an infinite set. Notice 
that for every X E (5) there exists an n = n, < w such that A,(X) = A,+;(X) for 
all i < w. Otherwise, as A,+< (X) is an initial segment of A;(X), there would exist 
an infinite strictly decreasing chain of ordinals. 
Define A’ : ($‘+ Seq(A) by A’(X) = A,,(X) for X E (&). Then A’ is the 
pointwise limit of continuous mappings and thus a Bore1 mapping. By Theorem 
3.4 there exists an infinite set Z E (z) such that the restriction A = A’ 1 (z) is 
continuous. Clearly, A is a bad mapping as otherwise also already some A, would 
not be bad. A is also minimal as otherwise some k, would not be minimal. 0 
Now we complete the proof of Theorem 4.10 as follows: Assume to the 
contrary that Seq(A) is not bqo. Let A : (t) + Seq(A) be a minimal bad mapping, 
which exists by Observation 4.11. Let @* : (f)- Ord be defined by the 
requirement that 
G*(X) = sup{ (Y E Ord 1 A(X) 1 (Y < A(X\{min X})}. 
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Notice that 
but 
A(X) 1 G*(X) =S A(X\{min X}) 
A(X) 1 (G*(X) + 1) =$ A(X\{min X}). 
Clearly, @* is continuous. Consider the 2-coloring A* : ($)+ 2 which is defined 
bY 
A*(X) = { 
0 if A(X) 1 Q*(X) =G A(X\{minX}) 1 @*(x\{minX}) 
1 otherwise. 
This is an open coloring. Thus, by Ellentuck’s theorem (again, Lemma 2.11 
suffices) there exists an infinite set Z’ E (2) such that A* 1 (c) is a constant 
coloring. As ~1 is a minimal bad mapping the restriction A* 1 (“0’) is necessarily 
constant in color 0. Finally, consider the mapping AA : (%)+A which is defined 
by AA(X) = A(X)(@*(X)), we evaluate the sequence A(X) at position G*(X). It 
follows that AA is a bad mapping, contradicting that A is bqo. The mapping AA is 
clearly continuous. If AA(X) < AA(X\{ minx}) then we may define an embed- 
ding of A(X) 1 (G*(X) + 1) into A(X\{minX}) by first embedding 
A(X) 1 G*(X) into A(X\{ minx}) 1 @*(X\{min X}), cf. the definition of the 
2-coloring A* and secondly by mapping A(X)(@*(X)) onto A(X\ 
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